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Happening in July...
Independence Day, July 4. Celebrate the signing of the Declaration of Independence in

1776 with hot dogs, fireworks displays, and remembrance.
International Kissing Day, July 6. People who study such things say that two-thirds of

us tilt our heads to the right when we kiss, and it has nothing to do with whether one is
right- or left-handed. This is the day to test that out.

Global Forgiveness Day, July 7. A day to seek peace and ease conflict by forgiving those
who have offended or harmed us.

National Ice Cream Month. Established in 1984 by President (and ice cream lover) Ronald
Reagan to celebrate the popularity of the tasty dessert. National Ice Cream Day is celebrated
on the third Sunday of July as well.

Liberate Your Friends!
Do you know someone who is having an unpleasant experience where they currently

live? Liberate them! Let them know what you love about DeVille Apartments and send them
our way. They can have the same great lifestyle you enjoy, and we’ll reward you with a
great “thank you” gift after they move in. See office for complete details.

Have a Happy Fourth of July!
DeVille Apartments & Builders wishes you and your family a fun and safe Independence

Day weekend. Enjoy local fireworks, cookout hot dogs and hamburgers, and celebrate
freedom!

Fireworks Watching Tips
In order to get the most enjoyment from a big fireworks display, being able to identify

the various phases of each shell will prepare you for their impact.
Multibreak shells burst in two or three phases. They may contain stars of different colors

and compositions to create softer or brighter light, more or less spark.
Some shells contain explosives designed to crackle in the sky, or whistles that explode

outward with the stars.
They may consist of a shell filled with other shells. The sections of a multibreak shell are

ignited by different fuses. The bursting of one section ignites the next. Each section explodes
in sequence to produce a distinct separate effect.

Don’t Be a Drip!
Approximately 97% of the world‘s water is salty or otherwise unsuitable for drinking. An

additional 2% of it is frozen in ice caps and glaciers. That leaves just 1% for all of humanity
to use for agricultural, manufacturing, community and personal household needs. These
are important figures to consider when using water. Follow these tips to help conserve this
precious resource.

• Immediately call for repair of leaky faucets or running toilets.
• Turn off the water while brushing your teeth.
• Place a jug under the tap while running water to hot. Save the excess to water plants,

pets and wash your sink and tub.
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How to deal with a
messy roommate

If you and your roommate
don’t quite see eye to eye on
what’s messy and what’s not,

the discord could make your liv-
ing situation unbearable. Before
it goes too far, clean up any po-
tential chaos with these action-
able tips.
• Be realistic. You’re bound to

be disappointed if you expect to
keep 100% of a shared resi-
dence exactly the way you like it.
Try not to worry about the mess
in your roommate’s room and
focus solely on your shared
spaces when you speak about
the issue. Whatever you do,
steer away from an accusatory
tone. Instead, aim for an honest,
yet positive conversation.
• Sweep in some compassion.

You might assume your room-

mate leaves his stu! lying
around because he just doesn’t
care—about the home, his
things, or even you—but it’s
possible he isn’t aware of the
epic mess left in his wake. It
could be that’s his nature, or he’s
preoccupied with work stress,
relationship problems, or family
hardships. There’s no need to
play armchair therapist, but
adding a touch of compassion as
you try to understand what’s
going on in his life will help you
approach the cleanliness issue
from the best—and most
successful—angle.
• Do a clean exchange. If

your roommate has a lot on her
plate (or is genuinely not good
at cleaning), o!er up a duty
swap. Take on more of the clean-

liness chores in exchange for her
covering other roles like grocery
shopping or sorting the bills. De-
termine your strengths and
weaknesses as a pair and then
fill in the spaces where the other
lacks. 
• Call in the pros. if you just

don’t have the time to take on
more cleaning responsibilities
yourself—or the mess has got-
ten insurmountably bad—you
can always seek professional
help. If you can a!ord to split the
bill for a one-time cleaning ses-
sion, it can get your home back
to square one. Or, if clutter is the
issue, share the cost of a storage
unit. Seeing the place reach its
cleanest potential just might in-
spire your roommate to keep it
that way.

                 

How to stop robocalls
Does your recent calls list have

more unknown numbers than calls
from friends and family? Try these
easy ways to reduce the spam.
• Get registered. You first want to

get your number on the National Do
Not Call Registry (DoNotCall.gov) so
that any law-abiding telemarketers
know they are unwanted before
they even try to dial your number.
• Block away. The easiest thing to

do is pull up your recent calls list,
find the offending number, tap into
its info, and select the option to
block it. 
• Contact your carrier. Several

cell phone carriers have their own
way of blocking unwanted calls,
such as AT&T’s Call Protect app, Veri-
zon’s free Call Filter service, and
T-Mobile’s series of scam protection
tools.
• Get the app for that. Apps like

Nomorobo and Hiya tap into their
own databases of known scammers
and spoofers to prevent theirs calls
and texts from ever reaching your
phone.
• Ghost ‘em. If all else fails, let

every unrecognized number go to
voicemail. Connecting with a robo-
caller lets it know you have a
working phone number, so it will
likely call again and again.

Mom may have told you over and over again to eat fruits and
vegetables that are fresh, but nutrition experts say that frozen produce
isn’t necessarily inferior. According to The New York Times, most nutrients
are surprisingly hardy: Iron, for example, stands up to freezing quite well,
and fiber does its job whether it’s frozen or fresh.
Scientists at the University of California-Davis analyzed the vitamin

content in several different varieties of fresh and frozen produce,
including blueberries, broccoli, carrots, spinach, and strawberries. They
found no significant differences between fresh and frozen items, and
even discovered that frozen broccoli contains more riboflavin—a B
vitamin—than the fresh selection. Similarly, frozen blueberries have more
vitamin C than fresh.
Experts recommend looking for produce frozen using the IQF process—

individually quick frozen”—for the highest quality.

Fresh or frozen? The choice is yours
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ONCE UPON A TIME IN HOLLYWOOD Quentin Tarantino’s film visits
1969 Los Angeles, where everything is changing, as TV star Rick Dalton
(Leonardo DiCaprio) and his longtime stunt double Cliff Booth (Brad Pitt)
make their way around an industry they hardly recognize anymore. 
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